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PRESIDENT
VIOLENCE
WITHDRAWS U.S. AGAINST WOMEN
FORCES FROM
ACT IN DANGER
by Will Payne
SYRIA
by Hannah Urban
On October 5, President Trump
signed to withdraw US Troops
from northern Syria in a move
that some called permission for
the Turkish President to begin
the invasion. Days later, Turkey launched a ground and air
assault against the Syrian militia. Turkish fighter jets bombed
Syrian towns, forcing civilians
to flee south. Turkish troops
crossed the border after roughly six hours of bombing.
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The US has allies in both Turkey and in the Kurdish people, which has made Trump’s
decision to leave the region
even more complicated. Trump
tweeted, “We may be in the
progress of leaving Syria, but in
no way have we abandoned the
Kurds, who are special people
and wonderful fighters.”

comes after two fatal wrecks
that have happened on the
highway in the past two years,
both of which involved trucks.
One wreck occurred in 2017,
and the other was this year on
August 24. Both resulted in the
death of a Lookout Mountain
resident.

The Kurds are the fourth largest
ethnic group in the Middle East
and have been working towards
self determination since the
end of World War I. The Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) is a
group of Kurds who have been
fighting for Kurdish autonomy
for around three decades. In
the mid 1980s, the PKK began
a guerrilla war against Turkey,
citing oppression and persecution.

OCHS HIGHWAY UNDER CONSTRUCTION
by Sarah Dreher
The Tennessee Department of
Transportation (TDOT) has
begun an extensive project for
safety improvements on Ochs
Highway. Ochs Highway will be
closed from 8 p.m. to 6 a.m. on
Sundays-Thursdays. The road
closures and construction will
be completed on or before November 15, according to Lookout Mountain, GA mayor David
Bennett.
In a letter sent to Lookout
Mountain, GA residents on October 1, Bennett detailed the
TDOT’s plans for Ochs. This
includes repaving the highway,
coating certain curves with
skid-resistant solution, and replacing the center-line rumble
strip with textured bumps that
cannot retain water.

The TDOT will also trim back
limbs and trees along the road,
and may “work with property
owners to clean up properties.”
Both of these measures will increase drivers’ line of sight on
Ochs.
The TDOT is also going to look
into the possibility of widening
certain curves and adding new
signs on Ochs and Scenic Highway that warn drivers about
the dangers of the roads. These
signs will specifically warn
drivers of large vehicles.
According to the Chattanoogan, Ochs was built in the
1930s, decades before large vehicle traffic on the road became
regular.
The

construction

on

Ochs

FROM PRIESTHILL TO KRESGE:
A PROFILE WITH BECCA MOORE
by Mary Haynes
Over the summer, Covenant students received three email updates from Brad Voyles, informing them of various maintenance
projects, tech upgrades, and new
hires on campus. One of these
new hires is Becca Moore, who
joined the Student Development
staff this fall. Although she is new
to the position of “Coordinator
of Student Success,” Moore is no
stranger to the Covenant community. She worked in Priesthill last
year.
“I was really blessed to get a counseling internship here [at Priesthill],” said Moore. “It was a pretty competitive one, and I was so
thankful to get it because it introduced me to Covenant in a really
raw and beautiful way.”

By serving at Priesthill, Moore was
also able to complete her master’s
practicum for Clinical Mental
Health Counseling, a degree she
pursued at Richmont Graduate
University in Chattanooga. As she
met and worked with students at
Covenant, Moore began meeting
with Student Development.
“Counselors collaborate with Student Development in order to
discuss how best to care for the
students who come to us,” said
Moore. “It was through those
discussions that I first met Janet [Hulsey], Jon [Wylie], Brad
[Voyles], and Sarah [Ocando].”
In order to maintain patient confidentiality, Moore and other Priesthill counselors never shared the
names of or any specific details
concerning the students who visited them, only the general issues

In the October 1 email, Bennett
cited a “significant increase” of
bicyclists, RVs, and large trucks
as a central issue in the safety of
Ochs Highway.
In a community meeting in
September, residents also expressed concerns about an
increase in large tour buses.
These and other large vehicles
pose a potential safety hazard
on Ochs, because some turns
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

That struggle and persecution
continues today, and some fear
that without the US troops, Turkey will obliterate the Kurds.
Kurdish militias assisted the
Syrian
Democratic
Forces
(SDF) in regaining territory taken by ISIS. With Turkey
viewing the PKK as a terrorist
group in Syria, Turkey’s president Recep Tayyip Erdogan has
voiced concern as the Kurds
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

In February of this year, an important component of federal
law designed to protect victims
of abuse, the 1994 Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA),
expired in the midst of the
government shutdown. Now, a
reauthorization bill has passed
the House but is expected to be
dead-on-arrival in the Senate,
due to National Rifle Association opposition.
VAWA was passed in 1994 with
large bipartisan majorities in
both houses of Congress, and
was renewed in 2000, 2005, and
2013. The law provides approximately $500 million of federal
funding each year to programs
which protect victims of domestic violence, including legal
assistance, protections against
homelessness, rape crisis centers and hotlines, and community violence prevention
programs. It also introduced
statutory components such
as nationally-enforceable restraining orders, federal rape
shield laws, and immigration
protections for asylum applicants who are victims of domestic violence. Although the
title of VAWA refers to women,
the law’s text is gender-neutral
and provides support to both
female and male victims of domestic violence.
The 2019 VAWA reauthorization bill (H.R.1585) includes
several
new
components
which are strongly opposed by
some Republicans, although
33 House Republicans joined
House Democrats in voting
for its passage in April. Most
controversially, the new bill
includes a provision which
prohibits the purchase of firearms by individuals convicted
of stalking and domestic abuse,
which are misdemeanor crimes.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

their students were coming in for.
The goal of these meetings was to
gauge general student needs on
campus and discuss how best to
address those needs.
“Student Development really
cares about helping students in
every way that they can,” said
Moore. “It’s this really beautiful
collaboration because we’re all on
the same team when it comes to
helping students. We ask questions like ‘How can we care for
campus well? How can we care for
students well?’”
Through careful collaboration,
Moore and Student Development
sought to offer the best services
they could to the Covenant student body. It was through this collaboration and through her work
in Priesthill that Moore grew to
know and love the community at
Covenant. When Janet Hulsey announced that she would be stepCONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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CHATTANOOGA LOVES
CORGIS
by Anna Rogers

A corgi walks into a bar. Summer
is just beginning and he’s finally
off contract, so he decides to celebrate with a drink. The bartender,
seeing him waddle in, leans over
the bar and looks down at the
dog.
“What’ll it be, champ?”
The corgi wags his little nub tail
and says, “I’ll take a glass of the
good stuff.”
“Comin’ right up,” replies the bartender.
He makes the dog’s drink and
rings up his order.
“That’ll be $5.42, my man.”
The corgi reaches for his wallet
and counts his change. Realizing
he only has $5.25, he looks up at
the bartender and says,
“I’m so sorry sir, I’m a little short.”
We all love a good laugh, but in
the great city of Chattanooga,
corgis are no joke. Chattanooga
is home to many fun and exciting events, but none is more heart
melting than the St. Elmo Corgi
Parade. Yes, you read that right.
A Corgi Parade—and it’s exactly
what it sounds like. On the first of
October, corgis roamed St. Elmo
Avenue near the Incline Railway
and Plus Coffee, with an official
corgi count totaling 63 little dogs,
according to the event’s Facebook
page.
The first Corgi Parade took place
in 1999 as a part of the “Sep-

tember in St. Elmo” festival. Bob
Wright was on the festival’s committee that year and started the
event. He had 4 corgis at the time.
After the festival stopped in 2005,
the parade stopped with it, until
it was resurrected in 2013 with
some help from National Night
Out, Community Association
of Historic St. Elmo, and Bob
Wright himself. Ever since then,
the parade continues to live on.
Every year on the first Tuesday of
October, you can expect to see little corgis sauntering through the
St. Elmo streets.
The parade is much more than
little dogs walking around. Corgis often show up dressed in costume for the event, and awards
are handed out to contestants
who qualify for shortest corgi,
longest corgi, best corgi face, and
more. King and Queen corgis are
crowned before the parade begins
and then get the honor of leading the crowd of corgis down the
street.
“Lots of businesses and groups
had booths set up with food and
trinkets to support their business,” said Laura Workman ’20.
This was Workman’s first year attending the parade, and she was
impressed, calling it a “wonderland of pure joy and sweetness.”
Workman said that the parade
had never been of much interest
to her before, but because the

AROUND THE WORLD
IN 600 WORDS
by Leif LeMahieu
Last week, 50 U.S. Special Forces
troops withdrew from key locations on the Turkey-Syrian border by order of President Trump.
Since the withdrawal of U.S.
troops, Kurdish militia forces in
the region have faced an intensive assault from Turkish military
forces. Turkish President Erdogan
wants to subdue the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), claiming
he wants to create a safe zone in
northern Syria.
On October 13, the removal of
another 1000 U.S. troops from
northern Syria was announced
by U.S. Defense Secretary Mike
Esper. As the U.S. is withdrawing
from the region, the Syrian forces
of Bashar al-Assad are preparing
to step in and aid the SDF against
Turkish aggression.
Many civilians are caught in the
crossfire, including vulnerable
Christian communities.
The president of the Syriac National Council of Syria expressed
his fears about the Turkish attacks
in an interview with NPR.
“We think this is a message to
the Kurds and Christians there to
leave, so Turkey can move refugees there,” he said, “We think it’s
a form of ethnic cleansing.”
The U.S. response to further Turkish incursions in Syria and the
treatment of the Kurds could have
major implications for future coalition building efforts in other
hostile regions and a possible ISIS
resurgence.

To the east, at least 35 people are
dead and 17 wounded as a major
typhoon caused massive flooding
in Japan. Tens of thousands of
rescue workers have been sent to
Honshu and Tokyo, the main areas of flooding.
Japanese media reported that on
October 13, the number of homes
without power was about 200,000.
“I extend my condolences for all
those who lost their lives and offer
my sympathy to all those impacted by the typhoon,” Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said, “The government will do everything in its
power to cooperate with relevant
agencies and operators working
to restore services as soon as possible.”
On October 11, the Nobel Peace
Prize was awarded to the Prime
Minister of Ethiopia, Abi Ahmad.
His efforts at achieving peaceful
relations with Eritrea and internal
democratic reforms were cited in
his commendation.
Prior to Ahmad’s rise to power,
fighting on the border of Eritrea
and Ethiopia had resulted in the
deaths of nearly 80,000 people.
Ahmad now seeks a peaceful resolution to end the conflict.
Ending media censorship, releasing political prisoners, and
allowing political dissent are just
several of the reforms pursued by
Ahmad.
“Today, as the world takes note
and celebrates his achievements
through bestowing the Nobel
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parade fell on her birthday, she
decided it was the perfect way to
celebrate. “There was even a tent
with a pen of dogs up for adoption,” said Workman. The parade
has it all.
Corgis were originally bred to
herd cattle and other farm animals, as their short stature makes
them great ankle nippers. But
now, they are becoming increas-

ingly popular as pets. According
to the American Kennel Club,
the little animals ranked 24th in
2008 for America’s Most Popular
Breed. In 2018, they rose to 13th,
and are predicted to keep climbing. This means that the St. Elmo
Corgi Parade will probably only
grow in popularity.
“Chattanooga is good about finding ways to bring its community

together,” says Workman, “and
corgis parading down the street
dressed as lions and princesses
and circus ringleaders seem to do
the trick.” Workman, along with
mentioning that because of the
parade she is open to corgi adoption, said that although this was
her first parade, she hopes it will
not be her last. See you all at the
2020 Corgi Parade on October
6th.

Peace Prize,” an official statement
from Ahmad’s office read, “We invite all Ethiopians and friends of
Ethiopia to continue standing on
the side of peace.”
A meeting was held on October
13 to discuss recent upheaval in
Ecuador between President Lenin
Moreno and several leaders of indigenous Ecuadorian indigenous
groups.
Ecuadorian police and protestors have clashed, leaving seven
dead and hundreds injured over
the past two weeks. The protests
revolve around a new attempt by
the government to privatize the
oil industry.
In order to follow an International Monetary Fund directive for an
austerity package, oil subsidies
were ended. Moreno wants to
scale back on Ecuador’s large national debt and to make the country more financially stable.
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Advocating for higher taxes for
wealthy people and the maintenance of current oil subsidies, the
largely indigenous protestors had
demonstrated in Arbolito Park in
Quito two days prior to the meeting with Moreno.
“The decisions taken by the president of the republic must be positive for you, must be agreed upon
with you,” Moreno said, “These
conclusions will, of course, be
included in the new decree that
will replace the previous one, that
improves, that perfects it. Everything must be aimed at stabilizing
the country, at stabilizing our severely degraded budget situation.”
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NEWS
WAR IN SYRIA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

grew in power.
Erdogan said in a New York
Times article that the October
9th operation was intended to
“prevent the creation of a terror
corridor across our southern
border.”
Many people were opposed to
Trump’s decision to step aside
for the Turkish invasion. Former US diplomat Aaron David
Miller said to an AP reporter,
“This clearly had immediate,
sequential consequence that
very few of the other decisions
he [President Trump] has made
have had.”
Republican Senator Lindsey
Graham said to the New York
Times, “I expect the American
president to do what is in our
national security interest and it
is never in our national security
interest to abandon an ally.”
President Trump refuted the

03
claim that he was abandoning the Kurds. He said that the
United States has made it clear
that Turkey’s invasion is inappropriate. On October 10 he
tweeted, “I am trying to end
the ENDLESS WARS… I say hit
Turkey very hard financially if
they don’t play by the rules! I
am watching closely.”
Melissa Dalton, director of the
Cooperative Defense Project
at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, said,
“There is a very high risk of the
Islamic State taking advantage
of the SDF and the American
and other coalition members
being focused on the implications of the Turkish efforts.”
Though Trump claimed that
he defeated the Islamic State in
Syria this year, defense officials
continue to worry about the
remains of the terrorist group
that are here to stay. If Turkey
sparks further violence, Syria’s ability to police the prisons
containing thousands of ISIS
fighters could be significantly
damaged.

BREAKING DOWN
IMPEACHMENT
by Grant Kierpa
The United States has only seen
presidential impeachment proceedings occur three times (Andrew Johnson in 1868, Richard
Nixon in 1974, and Bill Clinton
in 1998), two impeachments
(Clinton and Johnson), and no
removals from office. So in light
of the recent impeachment inquiry into President Donald Trump,
what can we expect in the coming
future? Here’s what you need to
know:
Initiation of Impeachment:
Impeachment proceedings may
start from any member in the
House of Representatives, but are
usually initiated by the Speaker
of the House. They also may be
triggered by non-members, such
as when the Judicial Conference
might recommend the impeachment of a federal judge. An independent counsel could also
recommend impeachment, based
on credible evidence. Other ways
include a recommendation from
the President, by a charge from
state legislature or grand jury, or
by a petition. (Note: “impeachment” does not solely refer to
the US President. There have actually been 19 impeachments of
non-presidential legislators and
judges.)

BECCA MOORE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ping down, Moore was encouraged to apply for the position, and
happily accepted the job offer.
This fall, as she works alongside Graduate Assistant Caroline
Reeves in the Center for Student
Success, Moore has taken the
opportunity to spread the word
about the services that the Center
provides. Whether it’s speaking
at the beginning of a PE class or
introducing herself to O-teams,
Moore is eager to raise awareness about the help provided in
a tucked-away corner of Kresge
Library.
“We serve about 14% of campus.
That help includes both testing
and classroom accommodations,

Once there is a resolution on the
floor for impeachment, it then
goes to one of two places. For
most of the impeachments that
have occurred in American history, the resolution first goes to the
House Rules Committee, then if
deemed credible, will be forwarded to the House Judiciary Committee. The Judiciary Committee will then investigate whether
there are sufficient grounds for
impeachment. If it deems there
are enough grounds, the Committee is responsible for launching an investigation into the individual in question. It is possible
that the Judiciary Committee
might delegate this investigation
to sub-committee, or a specially
designed committee as it did in
1868 when President Johnson was
investigated by the House Committee on Reconstruction.
Inquiry and Investigation:
With the resolution under investigation by the House Judiciary
Committee, it’s their job to determine whether the individual in
question has committed treason,
bribery, or high crimes and misdemeanors per Article II Section
IV of the Constitution. Should an
individual be deemed impeachable on one or multiple counts
by a majority vote, the Judiciary
as well as just general academic
support. But beyond even that we
provide just general support, because student success is not just
about the classroom; it’s about
your whole person.”
When asked to expound a bit on
her interaction with students at
Covenant, Moore said, “I feel like
a lot of students have this hidden
fear that we can’t talk about stuff,
that we can’t be honest because
we’re supposed to have it all together. My heart is for the student
that is stuck in the middle of hard
questions because [in the midst
of that] it’s really hard to focus in
class or to care about what you’re
learning about.”
She continued, “One thing I try to
tell students is that you don’t have
to have it all together because
you can’t have it all together. And

VAWA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
This move is strongly opposed
by the National Rifle Association, which has substantial
influence in the Senate. Senate
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell is considered unlikely to
bring VAWA to a vote in the
higher chamber. Republicans
accuse Democrats of using
VAWA to advance a partisan
gun control agenda which does
not help victims, while Democrats claim that the House bill
is intended to close a loophole
in existing laws.
Domestic violence and gun
control advocates believe that
the House’s VAWA reauthorization addresses a little-mentioned component of the mass
shooting
epidemic:
many
mass-shooters are either victims or perpetrators of domestic violence.

shooter in the 1966 University
of Texas tower shooting, and
Adam Lanza, the shooter at
Sandy Hook Elementary School
in 2012, began their rampages
by killing family members.
This is very common: 54% of
mass shootings in the United
States (shootings with four or
more victims) follow this pattern. Numerous other infamous
shooters like Dylann Roof, the
shooter at Emanuel African
Methodist Episcopal Church in
2015, grew up in a home with
abusive caregivers. According
to research reported by the Giffords Law Center, if a firearm is
present in a home during a domestic violence incident, 66%
of abusers will use the gun to
threaten or harm their victim.
Additionally, the presence of

Author and activist Rachel Louise Snyder, who wrote the book
“No Visible Bruises: What We
Don’t Know About Domestic
Violence Can Kill Us,” points
out that Charles Whitman, the

a firearm makes it more likely
that serious injury or death will
occur during a domestic violence incident, even when other weapons, such as knives, are
available. Women in the United
States are 21 times more likely to be killed with a gun than
women in other high-income
countries.
What’s next for VAWA? For
now, Senate Republicans plan
to continue funding for VAWA
programs through budgetary
measures, without passing a
formal reauthorization of the
law. The Senate is also drafting a “clean” version of the reauthorization, which does not
include new statutes such as
firearm protections. VAWA
programs are currently funded
through the end of the fiscal
year.
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Committee will then draft an official resolution of impeachment
and present it on the House floor
in general session. This committee comprises of 24 Democrats
(including the Chair and ViceChair) and 17 Republicans, representing the majority that the
Democrats currently hold in the
Senate.
House Action:
Now that the resolution has made
its way through the House Judiciary Committee, the House will
debate whether there should be a
vote or not based on the evidence
found by the Judiciary Committee. At the close of debate, even if
the House Judiciary Committee
doesn’t recommend impeachment, their recommendations are
in no way binding and the House
can still vote on impeachment.
Once the House votes in favor
of impeachment, managers are
then selected by the Speaker of
the House to report the matter to
the Senate (historically this has
been done by resolution, but in
more recent cases it’s been done
through the Speaker). Managers
will then appear before the Senate
to announce the decision to impeach the individual.
The Senate and the Trial:
It’s important to note that at this
point, the individual has been
impeached, but has not been
removed from office. Being impeached does not mean you are
necessarily a criminal, it just
means that the House has decided
you aren’t fit to rule. It’s the Senate’s role to decide whether the
there’s so much freedom in that.
There’s so much beauty in giving
yourself grace and giving grace to
other people. [Trying to achieve
perfection] is just like running
yourself into a wall: it doesn’t
work.”
As Moore works to encourage
students, she has in turn found
herself encouraged by her fellow
Student Development staff as well
as by the students themselves:
“One of the biggest blessings for
me about working here at Covenant is being able to look up to
my co-workers [Brad Voyles, Nesha Evans, and Jon Wylie] as role
models. Watching them encourages me to do a better job here
[at Student Success]. I also love
observing the resiliency of Covenant students, of getting to be a
front-row witness to what God is
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impeached individual is a criminal, and should be removed from
office. Following the announcement by the House managers,
the Senate will adopt a resolution
which will announce to the now
impeached individual that they
are to appear on a set date before
the Senate for their trial. On that
date the individual may appear in
person or be represented by counsel. For all intents and purposes,
the trial proceeds like a normal
court case with the Senate serving
as the jury, and the managers from
the House serving as the prosecutors. Once the trial concludes, the
Senate will deliberate and discuss
the case in a closed-door setting.
Once this takes place, a tally vote
of “yeas” and “nays” for impeachment will occur on the open floor.
From here, if the “yeas” win out
by a ⅔ vote and the Senate proclaims the individual in question
criminal, they are then removed
from office.
So now what?
We obviously have a long way to
go, and are only in the inquiry
stage. While the House Judiciary Committee has not officially
doing in students’ lives and how
he is pursuing them in really hard
things. Seeing that, I see how in
turn he’s using those things to
pursue me.”
For students interested in utilizing the help offered by Moore
and the Center for Student Success, Moore encourages visitors to
drop by her niche on the second
floor of Kresge Library, just to the
left of the Writing Center. Be it to
study, chat, or grab a snack, students of all grades are welcome.

been sanctioned to explore evidence that could potentially lead
to their recommendation of impeachment, they are reviewing
evidence at the moment (as of
October 15th). To clarify, this is
not the official investigation stage
of the process, but only a prior
phase. Senators on the committee
are investigating the potential for
an impeachment, but no official
investigation has begun just yet.
Should Democrats in the Senate
decide there is enough evidence
after their inquiry to impeach
President Trump, an official investigation will commence, and
official impeachment proceedings would be underway. While
Democrats have stated they want
to move quickly, gaining and
analyzing evidence to make a
formal recommendation of impeachment will take some time,
especially as the President and
other Republicans are preventing
the committee from subpoenaing
certain members of the intelligence community. The Bagpipe’s
Hannah Urban wrote an article
last issue about how this all started, and we’ll be following how the
story progresses.

OCHS HIGHWAY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

along the highway are sharp
enough that larger vehicles are
forced to cross the center line
when turning.
In Bennett’s email, he told residents that he was in contact
with Ruby Falls and See Rock
City, the two main tourist attractions that bring sightseers
to Lookout. He said both companies are fully cooperating
with the TDOT’s safety projects.
Bennett urged Covenant students to drive on Ochs with extreme caution over the coming
weeks. He said that any time
there is fresh asphalt, there is
fresh oil that can stay on the
road for up to 45 days. Because
of this, he said drivers should
be careful on Ochs, especially
when the road is wet.
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A TOUGH WEEK FOR
GEORGIA SPORTS
by Nate Plating
Georgia sports fans, I’m sorry—
it’s been a tough week for all of
you. And I know, you may be used
to this sort of disappointment by
now, but I’m sure it still stings a
bit. The Braves were so close, and
then all of a sudden so far. Dawgs,
I may just be a casual fan of the
game, but those two guys probably didn’t need to go in motion
there. And Falcons, poor Matt
Bryant—feel better soon. And
make sure you don’t forget about
Georgia Tech getting buried by
Duke or the Atlanta Hawks starting the preseason off 0-2.
It’s got to be tough—a real onetwo punch, with a couple more
punches afterwards. The Braves
were looking good. After dropping game one to the Cardinals,
they followed that up with 2 wins
in the best of 5 series, outscoring
them 10 runs to 6 overall. They’ve
had some fun young players on
the team this year who were a joy
to watch; Ronald Acuna Jr., Ozzie
Albies, and Dansby Swanson.
But then game 4 came around
and they couldn’t quite hold on.
Then game 5 came down the
shoot. And oh boy. My St. Louis Cardinals came ready to play,
clearly the only of the two teams
that did. They came into Atlanta
and opened the game with a 10
run first inning—unwatchable for
many Braves fans, I’m sure. The
Braves did get one run though,
ending the game 13-1, as well as
ending their season and driving

catcher Brian McCann straight
into retirement.
But that was only the beginning.
The Georgia Bulldogs geared up
Saturday morning for what I’m
sure they considered a pretty
straight forward win. They came
into the game against South Carolina, an often well-fought battle,
as considerable favorites. But then
South Carolina hung around. This
was not unexpected through the
first couple quarters, with a big
Georgia sequence surely right
around the corner. But South
Carolina kept the lead, only until
Georgia, at the end of a seemingly
effortless drive, got a touchdown
late in the 4th quarter to tie things
up and send it into overtime. And
that’s when it got rough. South
Carolina started OT off strong
with an interception off Jake
Fromm, his fourth turnover of the
day. But the football gods smiled
upon Georgia and pulled South
Carolina’s game winning field
goal wide. And they continued
to smile, with Georgia holding
South Carolina to a field goal to
start 2OT. But then they stopped
smiling. And Georgia began their
possession with a run for no gain
and two incomplete passes before
Rodrigo Blankenship missed the
game tying 42 yard field goal. A
slow burning heartbreaker for
what could have been a playoff contending Georgia football
team.
But that’s all, right? Georgia
sports fans have to catch a break,

THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND
THE PETTY
by Will Kirkpatrick
This NBA season has all the ingredients to be spectacular, coming off an offseason of ridiculous player movement that saw a
multitude of superstars jumping
ship and moving to other teams.
Anthony Davis was traded to the
Los Angeles Lakers, Kawhi Leonard signed with the Clippers, and
most importantly Jerami Grant
was traded to the Denver Nuggets. Anyway, let’s jump into it.
I’m going to tell you some good,
bad, and petty things to look out
for this coming NBA season.
Good
This season has an incredible class
of rookies. Zion Williamson, Michael Porter Jr., Ja Morant, and of
course 7 foot 2 inch phenom Bol
Bol. While there may be a lot of
hoop-lah and jibber jabber about
Zion being the next LeBron or
Michael Porter Jr. being the next
Kevin Durant, we all know Bol
Bol is going to be the best player in the class. He can shoot the

three, protect the rim—because
he’s 7’2”—and drive to the hole.
He’s had his problems with injuries, as most Goliaths do, but if he
can stay healthy, then he has the
potential to be special. I am very
interested to see how the Nuggets
use him with Nikola Jokic. He can
compliment Jokic by protecting
the rim, and since he can shoot
the three, he can help spread the
floor in the Nuggets offense.
Bad
If you watch a single Hornets
game this year, you must be crazy. Their big offseason move was
signing Terry Rozier. The former
Celtics point guard had a good
post-season two years ago, but
was absolutely terrible last year.
Michael Jordan and the Hornets
are hoping that Rozier can recapture that 2017-18 form that led
him to play a prominent role in a
Kyrie-less Celtics offense. However, this is very unlikely. They are
banking on his struggles last season being based on the chemistry
issues that the Celtics had—shout

right? Wrong. In a thrilling week
6 matchup between the one win
Atlanta Falcons and the one tie
and one win Arizona Cardinals,
with the Falcons being slight favorites, more drama unfolded.
Shortly after halftime, the Cardinals had jumped up to a 17 point
lead, but they could do little to
hang on to it. A field goal and two
Matt Ryan touchdowns quickly
tied the game back up. But Kyler
Murray, doing as he does, led his
team down and took a one touchdown lead with under 6 minutes
remaining. However, we all knew
Matty Ice could not be stopped.
Finishing off a 7 play, 75 yard
drive with a touchdown—OT in
their sights. But not if Pro Bowl
kicker, Matt “Money Matt” Bryant had anything to say about it.
Up to this point, Money Matt was
569-576 for extra points. And it
is so unfortunate that he chose to
tack another miss on at this time.
Money Matt shanked the kick just
wide, ultimately losing the game
for his team. A heartbreaking individual error in a team sport.
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To add further insult to injury,
Georgia Tech was downed by
Duke in quite a blowout. And a
young and talented Atlanta Hawks
team has yet to find their rhythm.
This will hopefully change in due
time though. It was a tough week
for all those Georgia sports teams,
but it just may turn around. Except for the Braves, their season is
very much over. And the Falcons,
not a lot to do after starting the
season off 1-5. But maybe Georgia? We’ll see—losses to unranked
opponents do not look too good
on a record come playoff selection
time. But maybe it will all turn
around! Here’s to a better next
week all you Georgia sports fans.
photo from fromtherumbleseat.com

out Kyrie. But I doubt it. Rozier is
a shoot first point guard who only
becomes efficient after 30 shots.
Think about Rozier as a Walmartbrand Allen Iverson, who is terrible at everything AI did and has
a thousand percent less swagger.
Hey, at least the Hornets have
Miles Bridges.
Petty
With every “Petty” section, the
crowned prince of pettiness, Joel
Embiid, is usually involved. However, he was quiet this offseason.
I’m sure most 76ers fans are hoping he was in the gym all offseason, as his fitness was really what
kept them from winning a title
last year, but I digress. Kevin Durant, aka snake, aka King Slither,
aka the Slim Reaper, was really
active on Twitter all offseason.
He signed with the Brooklyn Nets
instead of the New York Knicks,
which was a surprise to everyone, and the consistently tortured
Knicks fans took exception to his
decision. KD, who is never shy to
fire off some ridiculous tweets,
shot right back at them. He spent
an entire week just demolishing
angry Knicks fans on Twitter.
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THISTLES & THINGS
by daniel barr
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MOUNTAIN AFFAIR
ENTERS A NEW ERA
by Elias Ferenczy

Earlier this month, college authorities released eager students
into the chapel in groups of ten
to scramble for seats to the most
glamorously-decorated Mountain
Affair stage ever.
Covenant College’s 17th annual
Mountain Affair on October 11
flaunted 8 songs, 1 dance, and 1
spoken word performance. This
year, students themselves were
given the opportunity to vote for
the winner and runner-up.
The grand prize of $1,000 was
presented to Hannah Wade ’22
(Kaleidoscopic Kiwi). $750 went
to Armon Butler ’21 (Barcari), the
runner-up. The Director’s Choice
Award went to Diamonds of Dust
(Hope Merrill ’21, Mary Streets
’22, Marie Bowen ’20, Lucy Green
’20, and Leslie Hill ’21), and Judges’ Choice to Dook Walt Jr. (Jacob
Brown ’21, Luke Bolton ’22, Cooper Twit ’22, John Hooker ’21,
and Jono Kaufmann ’21).
“We believe that it will be the best
Mountain Affair in the history of
the whole world,” said Kathryn
Wieldraayer in an email leading
up to the event.
Upgrades included food trucks,
Mountain Affair t-shirts, and a
production team from Nashville
called CMC (Contemporary Music Center), which arrived with
two truckloads of equipment.
Also for the first time, judges Nesha Evans, Matt Brown, and Ben
Vanderhart offered comments
immediately following each performance. Both Vanderhart (Rock
Creek worship leader) and Brown
are Covenant graduates and previous Mountain Affair winners.
Fiona Glaser ’20 and Caleb Keitt
’20 had the honor of being this
year’s hosts.

Glaser said she knew she’d be a
great fit, having dreamt about
hosting since freshman year. She
appreciates how Mountain Affair
takes talents of students “down
in Catacombs strumming their
guitars in the dark,” and provides
them with production teams,
equipment, and an eager audience, while describing the four
nights of practice as “super intense.”
“I am so excited about so many
acts,” she said beforehand.
“Every single act put in so much
work,” said Keitt, whose love of
people and entertainment motivated him to host. Keitt grew
up inspired by Nick Cannon of
America’s Got Talent, and thanks
his audience for the opportunity
to serve.

“Joker” is the latest comic book
movie to hit theaters. Some people
may feel burnt out or “superhero
fatigue” from the vast amount of
superhero movies being released
every year, and understandably
so. But “Joker” manages to stand
out amongst both its DC and
Marvel counterparts by offering
up a character study of one of the
most iconic villains in all of comic
history, played by Joaquin Phoenix.
Unlike most superhero movies
today, “Joker” stands alone, with-

I recently read Jonathan Gold’s
“Bring the Funk: Izayoi Moves
to the Rhythm of the Izakaya,” a
fantastic review of an authentic,
hole-in-the-wall Japanese restaurant. Gold’s description of the
various food items appeals to all
of the senses, vicariously exposing the reader to the setting of the
restaurant.
The various scents, flavors, sights,
sounds, and textures of the food,
the tables, the chefs--it all comes
together to seat the reader at
Gold’s side, tasting the dishes with
him and experiencing the wonder
of discovery.

Runner-up Butler lost his best
friend Elijah about a month ago,
and described his writing process
for the single, “Black on Black.”
“I found out the news that night,
and I just stayed up and I wrote it
for him, and after the show, I just
broke down, man, because it was
so inspirational for me, and just
seeing people react to the song, all
glory to God, man. I couldn’t ask

Diamonds of Dust lead singer Merrill expressed her love of
Mountain Affair before the performance, explaining that “A
Work in Progress” had in fact
been an ongoing project since
freshman year.
After expressing plans to raise her
score by five points, Merrill’s high
school archery coach laughed at
her, remarking later at a sports
banquet, “Hope sets her goals a
little too high, and you can ask her
if she reached those goals or not.”
The painful influence of those
words caused Merrill to doubt her
musical ability when she arrived
at Covenant.
She says of the song, “It’s about
pushing back against all of the
doubts and all of the people who
have told me, ‘you’re not gonna
do this.’”
After the win, vocalist Bowen ex-

pressed her gratitude. “This was
kind of a dream come true, to get
to sing this song, on that stage,
with those musicians.” Bowen was
excited to be a part of Merrill’s
process, and thanked the Lord
first and foremost. “It was such a
gift to get to glorify God through
the gifts He’s given us.”
Jacob Brown, Dook Walt Jr. lead
singer and Judges Choice Award
winner, was glad everything came
together. He said the band had
decided on a weird intro, and incorporating a Bach piece is what
led to their vintage white blouses,
ultimately giving them the idea to
display nature-heavy video game
landscapes. “It was just kind of
a way to spice it up, be weird, be
dumb, and I think it worked out
really fun.” The main goal of the
band is to not be predictable at all,
Brown said. Dook Walt Jr. hopes
to release a single on November
1st, and will be playing at Freezefest on November 2nd in Nashville.

“I’m super duper excited… It’s an
opportunity for students to showcase the talent that God has given
them, and to do it excellently, and
hopefully for His glory. So, how
could you not be excited about
that?”
Clearly, students were energized.
Thursday night, roughly a dozen
brave representatives of their halls
slept under the stars as placeholders in front of the Chapel doors,
not only getting caught in the
sprinklers at 7 am, but enduring
three separate attacks from various halls of Carter and Founders around 11:30 pm, including
thrown fruit, tin cans, and glitter.

out an overt connection to the
DC universe or existing Batman
movies. It tells a story in its own
world. In a lot of Batman iterations, the Joker is usually someone who becomes a deranged
maniac through his own personal
philosophy, his experiences, and
twisted views of the world. While
this movie clearly paints the Joker as the villain, as opposed to an
anti-hero in movies like “Venom”
or “Suicide Squad,” it dares to ask
the question: What if society bore
some of the responsibility for the
creation of a psychopath, and
what if it was possible to prevent
the creation of the Joker to begin

BRING THE FUNKY FOOD
by Jake Sonke

She loved seeing the whole campus participating, and was honored about all the excitement,
expressing thanks to all those
“jazzed” about Mountain Affair.

for a better experience.”

Nesha Evans was honored to be
judging. Having competed in
Miss America preliminary pageants for six years, Miss Land of
Lincoln 2003 also has experience
judging pageants. Evans grew up
inspired by the performances of
her mother. As soon as she was
old enough, Evans took dance,
acted in plays, and sang in choirs.
This Friday, however, was her first
Mountain Affair.

THE JOKE’S ON US:
A REVIEW OF “JOKER”
by Drew Northcutt

Earlier in the day, Golden Joe &
The Suggins Gang singer Sloane
Hopkins ’23 admitted she didn’t
know how serious of a commitment she had made. “As a freshman, to be welcomed into this
long-standing tradition, I feel
very honored … I thought it was
just like really chill. And it’s not
chill. It’s amazing.”

The endless courses of appetizer-style food, sake flowing like
water, the laughter and discussions that occur around a narrow
table that fills the confines of the
tiny restaurant, all blend together
to make the izakaya, a traditional Japanese restaurant-bar that
combines cheap, quality appetizer-style foods and alcoholic
drinks with an extremely tightly-packed, intimate setting.
Gold gives a brief history of the
chef, Junichi Shiode, a Japanese chef who originally ran the
restaurant Sushi Ryo in Los Angeles. Shiode left Los Angeles to
start a small restaurant just out-
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with?
The movie tells the story of Arthur
Fleck, a man with mental health
issues who has difficulty being a
productive member of society and
is forced to take care of his sickly
mother. It is not until social services has its budget slashed and he
loses access to his various medications that he starts down his dark
path. After a fateful event late at
night on a subway train, Arthur’s
actions unintentionally spark a
movement, pitting Gotham City’s
lower class against the elites of
Gotham City who have turned a
blind eye to the former’s problems
for too long. Taken aback by the
consequences of his actions, Arthur believes himself to be at the
point of no return.

controversy before it was even
seen by the general public, being
classified by some as a rallying
cry for disassociated males, which
might inspire imitations of the
acts of violence it portrays.

“Joker” was met with massive

However, I think the movie should
be seen as a cautionary tale, holding up a mirror to our society. We
have definitely made strides in
terms of mental health awareness
from when the film is set in 1981,
but what would have happened if
mental health services had been
kept and Arthur still had access to
his medication? What would have
happened if people like Thomas
Wayne, running for mayor in the
film, actually sought to help the
disenfranchised citizens instead
of writing them off as degenerates
and widening the divide between
classes? What if his failings as a

side of Tokyo. The culture and
menu of an izakaya is entirely different from those of most Western restaurants.

seafood, Japan’s island culture is
intensely focused on fish, squid,
shellfish, and other Pacific seafood.

“Izakaya menus are typically long
and hard to follow,” said Gold in
LA Weekly, “with a host of different sections unfamiliar to anyone
not versed in the style, and a list of
daily specials often as long as the
menu proper that seem randomly
thrown onto the page. Here is the
secret: Order lots of stuff.”

Gold shows you the flavors and
emotions that come with every
bite, then reveals that the “squid”
that he just ate was, in fact, squid
liver; he shares the shock of the
realization that squids do have
livers and that they are relatively
similar in size, shape, and flavor
to raw calf ’s liver.

Gold’s descriptions of the food
allow the reader to almost taste
the food as he puts it into his
mouth, despite the interesting
origins of some of the flavors and
ingredients. While most Western
food, especially that of America,
does not involve much “exotic”

The cream cheese flavored with
bonito and topped with little salty
curls; the bonito flavor was actually bonito intestines and the little
salty curls were dried and grilled
skate fins. While I would never
dream of eating bonito intestines,
Gold shows the flavors in such a

comedian were not broadcast on
a late night talk show for another
comedian to mock? These statements ask us difficult questions
about how we care for “the least
of these” that Jesus spoke about in
Matthew 25.
The fallout from the Joker’s actions make it hard to deny that we
as a society have a part to play in
ignoring the disenfranchised. By
the time the credits were rolling, I
felt vastly unsettled, as the movie
did a marvelous job of portraying
how something like this could
realistically spin out of control.
Maybe at the end of the day, the
joke is on us for creating this super-villain.

way that now I’d like to take a bite.
Gold uses highly sensory descriptions to draw the reader into the
culture and atmosphere of a Japanese izakaya. He appeals to the
senses, bringing the reader to sit
with him, eating traditional Japanese food, drinking sake, and enjoying the intimate conversations
that only come from a tiny, holein-the-wall restaurant-bar just
outside of Tokyo.
“Bring the Funk: Izayoi Moves to
the Rhythm of the Izakaya” can
be accessed through the Pulitzer
Prize website at Pulitzer.org, or
through the LA Weekly at www.
laweekly.com/bring-the-funk/.
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THE BOOK LIST:
ENVIRONMENTAL
JUSTICE
by Will Payne
The Book List is a biweekly book
review and recommendation column by senior Biology and Community Development major Will
Payne. Each edition reviews 1-3
books that follow a similar theme.
Past editions can be found at
bagpipeonline.com/thebooklist

decision-making power between
all groups of people. In this edition of The Book List, we’ll look
at two compelling books on environmental justice, one focused on
the United States, and one on the
Global South.
A Terrible Thing to Waste:
Environmental Racism and its
Assault on the American Mind

Amid the faltering Paris Agreement, ongoing global climate
strikes, and the rising voices of a
new generation of young activists, environmental protection
has increasingly become a cause
célèbre. Over the last year, many
previously quiet millennials and
Gen Z-ers have taken up digital
and personal activism for the environment.
These are worthy goals. However,
much of the present furor, given
its mostly white, affluent, Western
character, is tragically unidimensional. Climate activism which ignores history, politics, and global
patterns of development is analytically impoverished, unable to
assign causes to things which are
wrong, or to accurately prescribe
solutions to right them.
The destruction of the global environment is not new. Many people experienced the effects of our
carelessness long before we began
to care, and environmental remediation which ignores such people
is doomed to failure. Who is really
being hurt by environmental degradation, and by whom? The answers to these questions fall within the realm of scholarship and
activism called “environmental
justice”—the fair distribution of
environmental risks, benefits, and
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Author: Harriet A. Washington
In One Sentence: An accessible,
passionate account of the United
States’ forgotten environmental
history, which repudiates the notion of a genetic “racial IQ gap”
through evidence of racially biased environmental health exposures.
If you wanted to use statistics to
find out where an urban landfill
is located in the average American city, what variables would you
choose? The geology underneath
the site? Land values near the site?
Perhaps even a low income level
of people living near the site?
These are all predictive variables,
but they are not as powerful as an-

other, unexpected factor: race. Independent of income or any other
consideration, Black and Latino
neighborhoods in American cities
are disproportionately exposed to
environmental hazards.
This is a troubling fact, especially considering the nature of these
hazards: lead exposure, PCBs,
air pollution, iodine deficiency,
arsenic, pesticides, and mercury
all impact the productivity, average IQ, and mental health of the
people exposed to them, especially if exposure occurs in utero or
during early childhood. America is quite literally poisoning the
minds of minority communities.
In “A Terrible Thing to Waste,”
which was released in July of this
year, Harriet Washington (also the
author of “Medical Apartheid”)
attacks a pervasive lie as old as
racism itself: the notion that other
“races” are inherently less intelligent than white Europeans, perhaps due to their genetics. Despite
being obvious pseudoscience, this
notion is surprisingly well-accepted in the modern scientific
and pedagogical community. It’s
not uncommon for modern sociologists and educators to explain away the racial IQ gap—an
effect in which minority students
are tested as having lower intelligence than white students—as an
inherent feature of these students’
genetic heritage, unchanging and
unfixable.

Thing to Waste.” While UNCF
supported young African American students with college scholarships, Washington focuses on the
more insidious ways that a mind
can be “wasted.” Before even setting foot in a school, many Black
and Latino children are placed at
a disadvantage by environmental
exposure to toxic chemicals such
as lead, which causes the developing brain to mix up critical connections and structures. On average, African American children
have twice the blood lead level of
white children.
From lead poisoning in Flint,
Michigan and Baltimore, Maryland, to PCB dumping in Anniston, Alabama, “A Terrible Thing
to Waste” takes a serious look at
the inequitable distribution of
environmental risk in America,
combining this analysis with a
deft examination of systemic racism.
Unsustainable: A Primer for
Global Environmental and
Social Justice

This is patently false. One reason,
mentioned very frequently, is the
inherent bias in IQ testing. A second, much less commonly cited
reason is environmentally-mediated cognitive impairment. As
Washington outlines in a passionate, thorough argument, the IQ
gap (along with many other effects used pejoratively against minorities, such as lower job performance) can be largely explained
by the environmental poisoning
of minority communities.

Author: Patrick Hossay
In One Sentence: A wide-ranging, analytically lucid comparison
of global development policies
and environmental challenges,
which identifies the ways in which
the “developed” nations offload
their environmental risks onto
the majority world.

“A Terrible Thing to Waste” takes
its title from the famous United
Negro College Fund slogan of
the 1980s, “A Mind Is A Terrible

We are in the midst of the greatest
resource surplus that the world
has ever seen. On average, we are
exceeding the planet’s capacity
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to support human life by almost
twofold, a phenomenon known
as “overshoot”—this year’s Earth
Overshoot Day was July 29, when
we used up the energetic equivalent of all our sustainable resources for the year.
These are probably familiar facts
for many of us. However, what
may be less familiar is the shocking inequality in the way that
Earth’s economic and environmental resources are distributed.
As Patrick Hossay (a professor at
Stockton University) describes in
“Unsustainable,” famines occur in
countries which have agricultural
surpluses, cheap toys are shipped
around the globe while lifesaving medicines are “logistically
unfeasible” for vast swaths of the
world’s population, and obesity
and undernutrition are simultaneous leading causes of death. Resources from nations in the Global South feed the economies of the
West, but Hossay argues that only
the West becomes wealthier from
the exchange.
What is going on here? In “Unsustainable,” Hossay lays out data
and historical trends to describe
the operation of a global system
of environmental degradation at
the expense of the majority world.
His approach is comprehensive:
from a wealth of scientific data
(up to 2005, when the book was
published) to a precise economic
analysis, Hossay lays out an airtight case for change. His analysis
is distinctly systemic in perspective: in contrast to more common
prescriptions for individual moral
choices, Hossay takes on the great
forces of global development: the
World Bank, the IMF, multinational corporations, the global
financial markets, and the mechanisms of neocolonialism.
Through this analysis, a robust
conclusion emerges: the global
crises of poverty and environment
are inextricably linked with one
another. Solving either problem
requires a historically-informed,
globally-minded, justice-oriented
perspective.

“THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY
LEFT BLANK,” TIM GOLDSMITH
by Ellie Brown
“I first met Tim at New City, and
he was singing along with a handheld puppet,” said Professor Jeffrey Morton of Tim Goldsmith,
the artist behind the show “This
Page Intentionally Left Blank.”
Goldsmith was born and raised in
Chattanooga, TN, and graduated
from Covenant College in 2012
with a degree in art. For the past
few years, he has been obtaining
his Master of Fine Arts in Socially Engaged Studio Art at Moore
College of Art and Design in Philadelphia, PA, and recently moved
back to Chattanooga after graduating. He grew up in the PCA,
and sees his art as integral to his
faith. “My art is in dialogue with
the church. I’m trying to figure
out what the role of visual art and
faith and life in the church is and
what that intersection is,” he said.
This exhibit, entitled “This Page
Intentionally Left Blank,” was
Goldsmith’s thesis project at
Moore. The title comes from the
formal practice, specifically for
legal and military documents,
of leaving certain pages blank to
ensure that the beginning of each
new section is printed on the right
side of the page.
In this work, Goldsmith took The

Book of Church Order, the book
of the PCA and its structure, and
laser cut out every single letter of
the Constitution section, about
half the book. He then went
through and annotated it with
invisible ink, writing down his
own thoughts and questions and
engagements with the theology
of the PCA. Viewers are invited
to take a blacklight flashlight in
the semi-dark gallery and shine
it on the pages that hang on the
wall in order to read Goldsmith’s
thoughts.
Dr. Elissa Yukiko Weichbrodt facilitated the discussion during the
opening, and asked Goldsmith
about the actual process of creating this work, particularly why
he used the materials he did, and
how he ended up with what is now
hanging in Kresge’s art gallery.

also wants the viewer to experience a little of the discomfort
that he experienced when working through The Book of Church
Order and having conversations
with leadership in the PCA.
“You are working. And I don’t
mind asking my viewer to work to
look at things. Sometimes I think
that art doesn’t ask that enough
of its viewer,” Goldsmith said
when Weichbrodt remarked that
people were in each other’s space
trying to find the secret messages with their blacklights. “And as
the viewer you have the choice to
engage or not. I’m not forcing you
to do that, but I think it’s okay to
ask that.”

Goldsmith said, “The laser cutter
allowed the words of the text to be
what they were. I didn’t edit them,
I didn’t change them, I didn’t
write The Book of Church Order.
It was really important to me that
it stayed what it was. The invisible ink is a childlike thing… that
makes you curious.”

Goldsmith then went on to say
that his goal, and a large part of
his practice as an artist, is to start
conversations and to help facilitate them between his viewers.
“One of the tenets of socially engaged art is that you speak to your
own community first before you
have any business speaking to any
other community,” he said. The
PCA is Tim Goldsmith’s community, and this is his way of speaking to them.

He sees it as an invitation for the
viewer to interact with something
they might not otherwise interact
with. That being said, Goldsmith

“This Page Intentionally Left
Blank” will be in the Kresge Memorial Library art gallery until
November 15.
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SHOULD WOMEN
TAKE THE MAN’S
LAST NAME IN
MARRIAGE?
by Jessica Florey
When I was in middle school, I
was like every other middle school
girl. Any time you had a crush on
a guy, you would put his last name
with your first name. It was silly,
playful, and very middle-schoolgirl-esque. Now, as I have gotten
older, this middle school practice
shifts closer to reality for many
friends around me.

I began to question what aspects
of that practice were biblically
right versus what the culture has
simply trained us to do. How
much of taking a man’s last name
is biblical? How much of it is cultural?
A woman took a man’s last name
in European society to keep land
ownership simple. Surnames
come from the job you had. For
example, if you were a potter then

your last name would be Potter.
You would then be from the family of potters. Women took a man’s
last name because women could
not own property at the time.
She would take a man’s last name
to tell others what family she belonged to and who was going to
take care of her.
In some Native American tribes
and some Hispanic cultures,
however, they do not follow the
same tradition. In many of these
cultures, a woman keeps her last
name, the names are combined,
or the line is continued on maternally.
The question is—is this biblical? Is
it something God has called us to
do, does it at least represent how
God has designed marriage, or
is this more of a cultural choice?
In the Bible, there is a sense of
headship in marriage (Ephesians
5:23,1 Corinthians 11:3,1 Corinthians 11:8-9, etc) and by taking

a man’s last name some would argue this is a form of headship and
biblical submission. But doesn’t
Genesis 2:24 also say “That is why
a man leaves his father and mother and is united to his wife, and
they become one flesh”? If a man
is leaving his father and mother
and unite to his wife, wouldn’t
that indicate that he should be
giving up his last name as a symbol of that? And if a man is to love
his wife as Christ loves the church
with a sacrificial love (Ephesians
5:23), is this maybe something
the man should do for his wife as
a way of sacrificially loving her?
This is not about power in a marriage or feminism, but about the
fact that a name has meaning. I
am proud to be a Florey. I love my
family and love being called a Florey. It is a privilege and an honor,
but beyond that, my last name
is in some ways far more of my
identity than my first name. Many
of you know me by my nickname:
JFlo. I am JFlo because my first
name is Jessica and my last name
is Florey. Many people actually
think my first name is Jennifer,
and it easily could be, from my
nickname. But if I had a different
last name, I would never be JFlo.
All of these things point to the
fact that marriage is hard. It is a
life change and a constant practice of giving, sacrificing, and
learning to die to your own desires. And this lifetime of sacrifice
maybe even starts with possibly
giving up one’s last name.
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RESOLVED: THE MERITS OF
DEBATE CLUB FAR EXCEED ANY
DRAWBACKS
by Gethsemane Bray
Covenant College’s Debate Club
is the hidden gem of our community. In addition to the numerous
and unique practical skills it develops among its members, the
club cultivates an appreciation for
interacting with ideas that make
us uncomfortable and challenge
our thinking. It embodies the
ideals of open-mindedness and
education for the sake of simply
learning, not just achieving high
grades. In debate, you often find
yourself forced to discuss and research an argument with which
you do not agree. In taking the
time to examine a subject from
an unfamiliar, and sometimes
unpleasant, perspective, you are
better able to then approach that
subject with clarity and understanding. This teaches the value of
engaging in constructive and civil
debate, recognizing that there is
almost always something to be
learned from those with whom
we disagree.
Debate familiarizes its members
with public speaking. At least
once a week, members participate in a full round where they
are allotted anywhere from 8 to
12 minutes to debate on a topic,
usually relevant to current events,
which they have had 15 minutes
to research. This short prepara-

tion time, coupled with the length
of speaking time, promotes two
habits: quick and critical thinking, and consistent basic knowledge of current affairs.
In a debate round, thinking on
your feet becomes a necessity if
you want your speech to be coherent and ordered. This is only
accomplished through regular
practice, which you receive plenty of as a member of the debate
club; and it is certainly easier to
form a comprehensive argument
when you have a primitive understanding of the subject you are
discussing. The promise of articulate speech encourages you to
stay up-to-date with the news cycle so you aren’t caught off guard
discussing a topic about which
you know nothing. Both of these
habits translate well into life after
college, and they aren’t very common, especially among recent college grads.
Debate also advances your ability
to frame research into persuasive
rhetoric. It is one thing to effectively research and analyze topics
and situations and another thing
to posit your thoughts in a convincing and eloquent manner. A
mastery of both these skills together, however, is a rare and incredibly useful gift. The first evidence of such mastery is found in

your college papers, and not just
persuasive essays. Writing anything from a literary analysis to a
historical research paper is made
much easier with the proficiencies
learned at debate. But these skills
extend far beyond graduation;
they stay with you throughout
life and can be applied to many
kinds of situations. There are too
many people in the world today
talking about things they know
little about or, conversely, too
many people unwilling to speak
even though they may be one of
the few more educated on an important subject.
Beyond this, there are too many
people in the world today perfectly content to remain in an echo
chamber and never engage in
constructive conversations. How
are we to grow as a society if we
are unwilling or unable to understand each other? Wouldn’t it be
nice to be one of the people in
the world who not only wants to
communicate effectively with the
rest of society (and all its variety
of worldviews), but also can do
so in an intelligent and perceptive way? These attributes are not
imparted to you simply because
you are a Christian attending a
Christian university; they must
be refined through discipline and
practice.
Some of the practical skills and
habits most useful for being a
faithful witness in a fractured
world are those that are developed
through the debate club. It isn’t
just a fun group of people who get
together to shout their personal

But why am I, as a woman, the
one who has to wrestle through
this identity change? It seems as
if men (I am not a married man,
so I could easily be wrong) do not
have to go through the same identity struggle when they first get

beliefs at the opposition; rather,
it is an organization that strives
to impart to its members life skills
and lessons that can be carried
throughout the rest of their lives.
This, of course, is all done while
having wonderful fellowship and
creating unforgettable memories,
natural side effects of cultivating
well-rounded and productive
members of society.
This year’s debate club president,
Paige Hungar ’20, issued a strong
message at the start of the debate
season this semester: “If you want
to grow and mature as a speaker,
now is the time. Now is the time
if you’re a senior, and you’re about
to graduate. Now is the time if
you’re a freshman, because things
are not going to get less busy. I
would strongly encourage you to
figure out a way to get involved
with debate while you’re at Covenant, and I am willing to promise
you that you won’t regret it.”
I will add my voice to her advice.
Take advantage of the short time
you have here. Get involved in
something. My personal experience strongly suggests the Debate
Club, but anything is far better
than nothing. The unique opportunities Covenant provides to
learn and grow don’t really exist
beyond college, and, in addition
to everything Hungar has said,
I’m willing to promise you that
you will regret not being more
involved.

married.
I end in what I hope is humility.
I do not think anyone is sinning
if they do or do not take their
husband’s last name in marriage.
There are some women I know
who see that as a beautiful gift to
their husband, and I think that is
a sweet, heart-felt sentiment. All I
wish to do is to open up the discussion and maybe even bring in
the reminder that, as much as we
at Covenant like to idealize what
marriage will be, marriage can be
hard, sacrificial, and a fight to love
as well as sweet and a representation of God’s love.

THE
VERDICT
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NO,
to getting squeezed
to death in line.
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IS THE COVENANT CORE TOO
WESTERN?
by Dustin Hayes

I should start by saying that I am
not just giving a random opinion;
rather, I am responding to a particular question. The question is,
“Does Covenant’s core curriculum elevate Western culture and
thought to a problematic degree?”

learn about, and engage with, the
history of ideas that have shaped
our nation. CHOW functions as a
course that reveals to us the opinions and beliefs that underpin the
culture that we move and have
our being in.

Before the question is even asked,
it is important that we understand
the purpose of our core curriculum. Covenant College is a liberal
arts college; as such, the college
offers a broad range of perspectives to equip its students so that
they can engage with a world that
is filled with diverse opinions, beliefs, and genuine insights. This is
what our core is supposed to facilitate.

Due to this, I do not believe our
core elevates Western culture to
a problematic degree. The class
does not exist to convince us that
Western heritage is correct. We
read Marx, Freud, Kant, Plato,
and some Catholic stuff. The college does not subscribe to Marxist
policies, Freudian anthropology,
Kantian ethics, Platonic metaphysics, or Catholic doctrine. The
authors are taught because these
are philosophies that have shaped
Western culture.

Moving on from that to the actual question. I assume this question is aimed mostly at the two
CHOW classes that are required.
The college requires these courses because we live in a Western
country, and after graduation,
the majority of us will continue
to live in America. America did
not occur without a historical
connection to certain ideas and
practices. CHOW is designed to

Now here’s the real issue: these
philosophies, for good or ill, have
had a major influence on most of
us. Christianity has been shaped
by Plato in problematic ways;
many of us believe that our economic position has the greatest
influence over our happiness and
even our morality; we have suffered the fallout of Kant’s idea that
objects, and consequently reality
itself, can never be fully known,

DO
CHRISTIANS
HAVE A DUTY
TO VOTE?

That being said, Christians in the
United States should vote because
they have the ability to.

by Emily Robertson
Nowhere in the Bible does it say
to vote, but this makes sense in
the historical context. There was
no democracy; there were kings,
emperors, and governors.

Political parties are a human creation and thus are flawed. Therefore, no political party is going
to be perfect, and the morals and
values of all parties are continually changing. It should also be noted that voting for candidates of a
particular political party just because they are of that party is not
a good method.
Many people live in ignorance

FOCUSING ON CHRIST IN
SCRIPTURE
by Alex Wilson
Over the years, I have come to
see a troubling trend in Christian
circles. We in our fallen flesh continuously forget where our true
focus when reading Scripture
should lie.
We often trade that which has
made us redeemed for that which
condemns us. We embrace a lesser way of understanding Scripture. Therefore, as fellow brothers
and sisters in Christ, let us grow
as a family with better attention to
what our heavenly Father wants
us to pay attention to. My challenge both to myself and to others
is to begin to further develop our
minds and recognize what that
truly is.
Since the beginning of our shared
faith, as evident throughout Paul’s
writings to the churches, we have
continuously seen those who wish
to return to a lesser understanding of the Word of God. Nev-

er-ending departure occurs again
and again and again.
We keep trading the redemptive
freedom in Christ to go back
to being a slave to the law. We
keep making ourselves prisoners
and throwing ourselves against
a spiked wall, much like those
in Super Mario Bros. We are just
jumping along, and then suddenly
we see a nice little prize and jump
into an unending abyss of despair
and probably spikes, resulting in
the catastrophic ‘game over.’

etc.

How are we ever to cast off the erroneous ideas of the West if we are
never told about them? How are
we to engage with neighbors who
hold these assumptions if we are
left ignorant of the assumptions?
How are we to help the American
church when it buys into godless
doctrines by passive assimilation
to Western culture if we are ignorant of the ideas?

grace insights, but these are ideas
articulated and propagated by
fallible, finite, and fallen individuals. Until we carefully examine
the origins our society’s ideas, we
are unable to step outside of them
and are doomed to believe they
are the only reasonable description of reality.
That brings us to the real issue,
the responsibility of the student.

I have been in CHOW study
groups enough to know that students usually only care to think
about the ideas enough to answer
exam questions. We as students
must accept the responsibility to
think, pray, and discuss ideas in
an honest pursuit of truth if we
are to escape from the pitfalls of
any cultural ideas. Trust me, every
culture has its errors.

We are like the proverbial fish—it
doesn’t know it is wet because its
entire life was lived out in water.
Most of us in the West have been
raised in a society that has embedded our thinking with Western assumptions: radical individualism, a strict divide between
the spiritual and material, an elevation of mathematics and scientific knowledge over religious
and spiritual claims, a derivation
of morality from individual rights
and personal happiness, etc.
CHOW is an opportunity, not a
guarantee, for a student to engage
with and step outside of Western
ideas and see them for what they
are: the inventions of men and
women. There may be common

and do not research candidates,
but they still vote for those within a preferred party during local
elections. In this case, do not even
bother voting. You are doing a
disservice to yourself by being
politically uninformed, and you
are doing an injustice to others
because you may actually be voting for a candidate who is a bad
choice.
Voting for someone means you
believe their values match well
enough with your own. Just because a candidate falls under the

were dead, lifeless, Super Mario
Game Over with no restarts. God
revealed himself to us through his
promise in Christ. Galatians 3:2526 says, “Now that faith has come,
we are no longer under the supervision of the law. You are all sons
of God through faith in Christ
Jesus.”
Thus, we no longer have to fear
that we are going to hell or are
lesser because we are bad people.
God has got that covered with
the precious blood of the perfect
lamb.

Similarly, we forget that we are
no longer under the law, and, for
some inexplicable reason, we feel
compelled to search the Scriptures and listen to countless sermons on how we can live better,
which ends up making much of
our faith into that of pagan motivational garbage.

Again going back, the trend has
been in many instances to look
for how we can apply Scriptures
to our lives, which leads to our
continuous struggle with practical theology. We look to see how
we can get stuff from the Bible
and apply it to our own day and
age, and frankly, I have never been
more at the bottom and stagnant
in my spiritual growth than when
I have forgotten how to read and
interpret the Scripture.

We as broken people saved by a
loving God are no longer striving to make ourselves better. We

Scripture points to Christ at every
turn and on every page. It is a redemptive historical narrative that
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Republican or Democrat label
does not mean every single movement or objective they stand for is
going to align with your own.
Let’s stop the stigma that Democrats or Republicans are bad. Let’s
recognize that political parties
are flawed and that all candidates
are flawed—none of them will be
perfect. Let’s dedicate ourselves
to voting for people who are not
bullies, who present themselves
respectfully, who challenge typical conservative evangelical belief systems in a good way. Let’s

shows how God has chosen a depraved people who desert him at
every hardship and yet in his great
love saves them and gives them
eternal salvation and rest.
God made us fellow heirs of his
own kingdom along with Christ.
We went from complete death to
being made members of the royal
family. That is the power of Christ
in you and me, and we see the testament to this power throughout
the Scripture.
The Scripture does contain truth
about how we should live and
what the laws are to follow, but if
we do not put Christ at the center
of our interpretation, we miss the
point. We fall back into the hole of
our own unworthiness.
James 2:10 says, “For whoever keeps the whole law and yet
stumbles at just one point is guilty
of breaking all of it.” Scripture
should not be merely used to state
how we should view one particular subject; instead, it should be
the fire that drives you every day
to see how Christ has loved us so
much despite our inability to do
anything right.

remember that the only true “bad
guy” is Satan.
Satan undoubtedly loves the strife
that comes from political polarization. We are allowing politics
to rule this country. If we let Jesus
rule our hearts, and if we actually
pray for our leaders, and participate in helping others as much as
possible because of our love for
Christ, we would really improve
this country and the world at
large. Voting is a benefit of living
in a democracy, and Christians
should participate.

God brought the Israelites out of
Egypt and is continuing to bring
his people into the ultimate rest
through the death and resurrection of Christ. When we try to
solely live by the law, remember
the real focus, as stated in Exodus
13:8: “On that day tell your son, ‘I
do this because of what the Lord
did for me when I came out of
Egypt.’”
We are the children of the promise who are now more children of
Abraham than many of those who
complained against God when he
provided for them in the desert
will ever be. We were brought out
of the land of Egypt, out of the
darkness of our sin. This is my
testimony and this also is yours.
Scripture proclaims to us the story of our salvation, and thus, we
should not be overcome with the
practical interpretation of how we
need to behave. Scripture applies
to our lives already as the story of
our death and resurrection with
Jesus on the cross and from the
grave.

